
Grades: K–2 | Age: 5 –7 | Trim: 9 x 9 |32 pages, full-color photographs and illustrations

Around the WorldAround the World
Every day, all around the world, kids go to school, eat lunch and play games… And yet, these 
universal experiences can look very different between different countries. These books will  
take our readers on a trip around the globe to celebrate diverse cultures and traditions, and  
will show us how different (and how similar) we all are!

Titles include: Lunch Around the World • Schools Around the World • Homes Around the World  
Games Around the World • Pets Around the World • Desserts Around the World

Discover countries, cultures, and traditions  
in this fun, new series!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•   High interest topics will appeal to kids, librarians, teachers,  
and parents.

•   Created with a focus on celebrating diversity and inclusion.
•   Exciting, colorful photos from every corner of the globe 

contextualize the information for young readers.
•   Each book contains a world map with fun facts to encourage 

real world conversations about geography

•   Extra features include a closer look into birthday  
celebrations, favorite snacks, pet cafes and more around  
the world.

•   Aligns to early grade social studies curriculum.
•   Index and glossary
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Grades: PreK–K | Age: 4 –5 | Trim: 8 x 10 | 24 pages, full-color photographs and illustrations 

Be An Expert!Be An Expert!
Kids love to be the experts! Now they can feel like real pros with this exciting nonfiction series  
for beginning readers. Kids will be hooked on the thrilling real-world topics and big, bright  
photos. Each book features simple sentences and sight words that children can practice  
reading. Then, with support, kids can dig deeper into the extra facts, Q&As, and fun challenges.

Titles include: Bugs • Construction Trucks • Cool Cars • Dinosaurs • Farm Animals • Fighting Fires • High Fliers 
Kittens • Mighty Trains • Ocean Animals • Pets • Puppies • Rescue Vehicles • Super Sharks

Fans of this series will be eager to become real experts!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•  Simple sentences and sight words to foster confidence  
in beginning readers

•  Big, bold photos with labels to get kids excited and  
build vocabulary

•  Fact-building features, Q&As with experts, and fun 
challenges deepen children’s knowledge on the topic

•  Expert Quiz page encourages children to retain learning 
and read with caregivers

•  Diagram shows the “expert gear” used by professionals
•  Glossary with pictures and simplified index in every book
•  Visit scholastic.com/librarypublishing for more information, 

reviews, free shipping and more.
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Grades: PreK–2 | Age: 4 –7 | Trim: 7 1/2 x 9 1/4 | 32 pages, full-color illustrations

Behavior MattersBehavior Matters
Each book in this series is perfect for talking about emotions, boosting self-esteem,  
and reinforcing good behavior for preschoolers. This vibrant set with illustrated  
animals is designed for sharing in a classroom, at home, or for reading in the  
library with key discussion words that pop in bold type.

Titles include: Croc Needs to Wait • Elephant Learns to Share • Flamingo is Brave 
Lion is Nervous • Tiger Has a Tantrum • Turtle Comes Out of Her Shell

Fun animals help teach social-emotional skills to our youngest readers.

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•  Books support the Personal, Social, and Emotional 
Development Area of Learning in the Early Years  
Foundation Stage.

• Each book has a fun story featuring fantastic characters.   

•  Includes suggestions for activities and ideas to talk about, 
consolidating learning by relating the story to the  
children’s own experiences. 

•  Supports the theme of well-being and the teaching of virtues 
and character qualities to deal with different situations. 
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Grades: 5–8 | Age: 10 –14 | Trim: 6 x 9 |96 pages, full-color and black and white photographs

Exploring Civil RightsExploring Civil Rights
The years spanning from 1955-1965 in US History were critical to the Civil Rights Movement. Resistance was often met with 
violence against Black Americans fighting to end discrimination and segregation. Yet the courage of those yearning for 
equal opportunities under the law continued to persevere. With stunning photographs throughout and rich back matter, 
each book in this set focuses on a specific year and chronologically follows the detailed events that occurred and the 
changes that took place.

Titles include: The Movement: 1955 • The Movement: 1957 • The Movement: 1960 • The Movement: 1963 • The Movement: 1965

Key events of the Civil Rights Movement will be brought to life in this new series.

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•   Each book addresses major moments in civil rights history, 
organized chronologically, ties into the school curriculum

•  Informative sidebars, at least one per chapter, provide cultural 
references and explanations of more complex terms

•  Back matter: timeline, glossary, reference materials, mini-bio  
of a modern civil rights activist, and more

• Historical photos throughout
•  Series expansion into the pre- and post- civil rights era in  

the coming seasons.
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Grades: 1–2 | Age: 6 –7 | Trim: 9 x 9 | 32 pages, full-color photographs and illustrations 

Growing UpGrowing Up
Each living thing in nature follows a life cycle. Tiny seeds grow into huge pumpkins, beautiful  
apple trees or shiny sunflowers. Little eggs can turn into chickens or frogs. And beautiful  
butterflies begin life as fuzzy caterpillars. Learn what happens at each stage of these creature’s  
life cycles and see how human actions can impact them.

Titles include: Caterpillar to Butterfly • Egg to Chicken • Seed to Apple • Seed to Pumpkin  
Seed to Sunflower • Tadpole to Flower

Learn all about lifecycles in this new series for young readers.

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•   “Life Cycles” are a key component of Early Childhood 
curriculums.

•   Fast facts keep readers engaged

•   Beautiful and engaging photos make each life cycle  
come alive.

•   Age-appropriate critical thinking questions introduce  
little ones to thinking about what they’re reading.

•   A life cycle diagram at the end of each book.

•   A photo glossary helps build nonfiction learning skills.

•   Topic encourages respect of nature, animals and the 
environment.

•  Visit scholastic.com/librarypublishing for more  
information, reviews, free shipping and more.
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Grades: K–2 | Age: 5 –7 | Trim: 7 1/4 x 8 3/8 | 32 pages, full-color photos and illustrations

In Our NeighborhoodIn Our Neighborhood
Many people help in our community! Veterinarians help animals when they are sick. Bus drivers make  
sure that we get from place to place safely and on time! Grocers keep us fed. Thanks to all of our 
community helpers, our communities thrive. Discover the ins and outs of the jobs these key  
community helpers do with this new book series!

Titles include: Meet a Doctor! • Meet a Firefighter! • Meet a Librarian! • Meet a Nurse! • Meet a Mail Carrier! 
Meet a Teacher! • Meet a Bus Driver! • Meet a Coach! • Meet a Grocer! • Meet a Sanitation Worker! 
Meet a Veterinarian! • Meet a Dentist!

Meet the people who help us in our community!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•   An illustrated, fun adventure with Theo and Emma keeps 
readers engaged.

•   Nonfiction sidebars illustrated with real photos enhance  
story and provide key information about each  
community helper.

•   A map of the neighborhood helps situate each character  
within the community.

•   A photo guide shows tools used at work by each community helper.

•   A Q&A with the community helper exposes readers to a  
fun nonfiction text feature while providing key information.

•   Leveled text with bite-size information makes these books 
accessible to young readers.

•   Topic encourages excitement and respect for community 
helpers.

•  Visit scholastic.com/librarypublishing for more information, 
reviews, free shipping and more.
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Grades: K–2 | Age: 5 –7 | Trim: 8 x 10 |32 pages, full-color photographs and illustrations

Real World MathReal World Math
This brand-new series demonstrates how math skills can be applied to high-interest  
topics and careers in computers, engineering, zoology, and space. The math concepts 
include counting 1-100 with basic addition and subtraction, using the power of 10, 
measuring, and simple geometry. Real world scientists, architects, programmers, and 
mathematicians model hands-on, from-the-field experiences in a way that will make  
children excited to use and expand their math skills!

Titles include: Coding • Tracking Animals • Space Exploration • Building

An exciting new series that shows kids just how fun and important math can be!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•   Engaging content makes math accessible and fun for young 
readers.

•  Vibrant, full-color photographs throughout with a modern  
and colorful design.

• Perfect addition for STEAM libraries.
• Created with an emphasis on gender and ethnic diversity.

•  Sidebars link the content to real world examples of how  
scientists use math.

•  Includes “You Can Do It!” math challenges perfectly crafted  
for 4-to-8 year olds.

•  Reviewed by a math curriculum specialist consultant
•  A glossary, index, and other nonfiction text features.
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Grades: 3–5 | Age: 8 –10 | Trim: 7 1/4 x 8 3/8 | 48 pages, full-color and black and white photographs 

Digging in GeologyDigging in Geology
Learn how rocks, minerals, fossils, and crystals are formed, where to find them, how to identify them, 
what their properties are, and how people use them. With engaging text, fun facts, photography, 
infographics, art and lots of fun facts, this new set of books will unearth all the mysteries of the ever-
changing ground beneath our feet and all of its amazing geological processes.

Titles include: All About Crystals and Gems • All About Fossils • All About Minerals • All About Rocks

Pack up your gear and get ready to go on a dig!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

• Uses Next Generation Science Standards as starting topics.

•  Find the Truth! feature starts each book with two 
statements—one true and one false—which begins the 
inquiry process by engaging readers to think proactively

•  An introductory spread provides an important overview of 
the information to be presented, always liking the global 
theme of the series, Geology, to the subject matter.

•  Fascinating sidebars highlight important concepts, 
moments, and ideas.

•  Full-spread explorations of geological data encourage 
students to analyze information for themselves.

•  Timelines outline major events related to the discovery  
of these materials and concepts.

•  Think Like A Scientist encourage readers to analyze 
information the way a real scientist would!

•  True Statistics pages provide readers with fascinating stats 
about space, at-a-glance

•  Glossaries explain crucial terms in a way that makes them 
easy to understand.
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Grades: 3–5 | Age: 8 –10 | Trim: 7 1/4 x 8 3/8 | 48 pages, full-color and black and white photographs 

Natural DisasterNatural Disaster
This new set in the ongoing A True Book series will answer all of kids’ questions about nature’s most dangerous and 
destructive disasters! With an engaging layout, and spectacular photos, illustrations, diagrams and infographics, the past, 
present and future of extreme phenomenon happening on Earth will be explained. Readers will discover causes and 
consequences, as well as the cutting-edge science developed through the centuries to forecast them. First hand accounts  
will bring science to life, and a special section will teach kids how to prepare for these extreme events.

Titles include: All About Earthquakes • All About Heat Waves and Droughts • All About Hurricanes • All About Tornadoes  
All About Volcanoes • All About Wildfires

Conditions on Earth are becoming more and more extreme  
and kids want to learn about it!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•  Find the Truth! feature starts each book with two 
statements—one true and one false—which begins the 
inquiry process by engaging readers to think proactively

•  Thought-provoking openers introduce the books in a  
clear and approachable manner, and link the content  
to real world people and events

•  Fascinating sidebars highlight important concepts,  
moments, and ideas

•  Full-spread explorations of real data encourage students to 
analyze information for themselves and think “like a scientist”

•  Timelines outline major events related to the history, 
understanding, and impact of these extreme events.

•  Includes all components of the trusted A TRUE BOOK series: 
TOC, sidebars, captions, index, resources, glossary, etc.

• STEAM topics to support the Science curriculum.

• Special focus on Climate Change.
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Reading Lvl Grades: 3–5 | Interest Lvl Grades: 6–8 |Age: 8 –13 | Trim: 5 3/8 x 7 5/8 | 48 pp.

XBooksXBooks
XBooks, is a new series of books designed to engage and motivate reluctant and enthusiastic readers alike. With topics 
based in science, these action-packed books will help students unlock the power and pleasure of reading… and always  
ask for more!

High-interest topics, real stories, engaging design and astonishing photos!

Contact your local Scholastic salesperson for more information or to place an order

•   High-interest topics and an accessible lower reading  
level makes this series perfect for all readers

•  Swift, easy-to-digest plots and short time frames  
simplify the comprehension of the story

•  Edgy and colorful cover art make the books attractive  
and cool

•  Short chapters and numerous illustrations make the  
text less intimidating

•  5-page suspenseful preview introduces the story
•  Sidebars offer interesting facts parallel to the focus of the story
•  A back-matter section that includes maps, diagrams, 

interviews and graphs exposes readers to a varied array  
of nonfiction texts and features

•  Glossaries explain difficult terms
•  Visit scholastic.com/librarypublishing for more information, 

reviews, free shipping and more.
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XBooksXBooks

Forensics titles include:
•  Abducted: Can Cops Catch  

the Kidnapper? 

•  Floating Skeletons: A Small 
Town is Awash in Bones 

•  DNA Doesn’t Lie: Is the Real 
Criminal Behind Bars? 

•  Sticky Evidence: Burglar 
Caught on Tape

Medical titles include:
•  Prarie Dog Alert!: A Nasty  

Bite Leads to Big Trouble 

•  Bitten!: Mosquitos Infect  
New York 

•  Flesh Wound: A Minor Injury 
Takes a Deadly Turn 

•  Dangerous Worms:  
Parasites Plague a Village

Strange titles include:
•  Tracking Bigfoot: Is It Real  

or a Hoax? 

•  UFO Landing: Was a Crash 
Covered Up? 

•  Lost City Spotted from Space!: 
Is An Ancient Land Under  
the Sand? 

•  Mummies and Murder:  
Bodies in the Swamp

Total War titles include:
•  Attack on Pearl Harbor:  

World War II Strikes Home  
in the USA 

•  Pickett’s Charge at Gettysburg: 
A Bloody Clash in the Civil War

•  Reporting from Iraq:  
On the Ground in Fallujah 

•  Three Days in Vietnam:  
A Vet’s Harrowing Story
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